
ORGANIZED RIGHT. 
WATERTIGHT.

Jsource Fiber Box

Fiber Management, Redefined.
The Jsource Fiber Box is a new fiber management system designed by Jsource Technologies. Rugged, impact-resistant,
and watertight, the Fiber Box keeps your fiber neatly organized, secure, and well-protected from weather. Made from 
performance-grade, UV-stabilized PVC, it is NEMA rated to withstand a wide range of temperatures, and is not adversely 
affected by water or chemicals. Plus, it’s simple to install and easy to use. 
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Key Features:
› Ideal for indoor or outdoor use
› Patented gasket and fastener system provides a reliable 
   water-tight seal that meets the required NEMA rating
› Features four fiber spools to organize and separate cables
› Customizable — spools can be added or removed as needed
› Made of durable, impact-resistant PVC
› Easy to install, open and close
› Secure lock-out option to prevent tampering or theft of cable
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Simple, Durable Fasteners
Our patented quarter-turn fastening 
system makes the Fiber Box easy to 
close, and simple for authorized person-
nel to open. Manufactured from a 
high-strength engineered polymer, our 
durable fasteners are fully integrated 
into the design of the box, so you no 
longer have to fumble with loose 
screws. The box can be closed by hand, 
and opened using only a #2 Phillips 
screwdriver. Future plans for the box 
design will include a hinged door. 

› No Loose Screws 
› Easy Close-by-Hand Fasteners
› Made from High-Strength Polymer

Waterproof Gasket
Featuring a fully integrated molded 
gasket, the Fiber Box keeps your cables 
safely sealed away from the elements.
Injection molded to the cover, it creates 
an uninterrupted sealing surface — and 
its proprietary formulation ensures a 
positive seal is maintained even at 
extreme temperature changes.

› NEMA Rated 1, 2, 3R, 4, 4X, 6, 6P, 
  12 and 13
› Uninterrupted Sealing Surface

Added Security
To keep your fiber secure and prevent tampering, the Fiber Box 
features a lock-out option. When added security is necessary, the use 
of a tie-wrap, tamper-resistant bolt or padlock will restrict access.

Embossed Gridlines
The Fiber Box features embossed gridlines to provide an easy reference point for positioning — no more measuring 
required. By using the gridlines as a reference, you can ensure all of your fiber runs are parallel and perpendicular. And by 
staying inside the “drill zone”, you are ensured sufficient clearance on the inside of the box for a lock-nut or hub. This 
time-saving feature will help you get it right – 100% of the time.

Keep your excess fiber secure, organized and out of the elements.
Order your Fiber Box at jsource.com or call 704-283-9803.



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Jsource Fiber Box

Jsource Part No: 12128FM4SEC
AT&T Part No: CEQ.15101

Color: Light Gray

Weight: 8.5 pounds

Dimensions: 
Length: 12”
Width: 12”
Depth: 8”

Cable Openings: one (1) 2-inch hole 
 four (4) 1-inch holes

Cable Storage Capacity:  
Outdoor Rated 4mm Diameter Fiber Capacity per spool:    50 feet
Ruggedized Outdoor Rated 7.5mm Diameter  Fiber Capacity per spool:  25 feet

Materials: 
Box: PVC
Fasteners: UV-stabilized Valox
Gasket: Proprietary NEMA-rated Formulation

NEMA Rating: 1, 2, 3R, 4, 4X, 6, 6P, 12 and 13

Mounting Options: Designed for Wall Mounting
 Pole Mount Options Available
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